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I. INTRODUCTION 
An algebraic singularity is rigid if it has no nontrivial deformations. Rigid 
singularities abound in dimensions two and higher [12]. Classically, it was 
thought that every curve singularity was smoothable by deformation, hence not 
rigid. Plane curves are clearly smoothable and Schaps proved [lo] that curves in 
3-space are smoothable. Following Iarrobino’s proof [6] of the existence of non- 
smoothable (nonreduced) zero-dimensional singularities, Mumford proved [8] 
that there exist nonsmoothable reduced curve singularities. (These are not rigid, 
however.) In addition, Pinkham [9] exhibits nonsmoothable, nonrigid curves. 
The work that follows sprang from an attempt to answer the question of whether 
there exist rigid curve singularities. 
We describe our construction and results. Let k be a field and let S = Spec -4, 
where -4 is a reduced local K-algebra with residue field k. Deformations of S 
are written in terms of A. Let T be a local R-algebra with residue field k. A 
deformation of Ad to T is Cartesian diagram 
with -4’ flat over T. (Lye usually just call =1’ the deformation.) In constructing 
deformations of curve singularities we were led to consider the question: If =il 
is a subring of B, when can deformations of _g be performed “inside” B ? More 
precisely: 
DEFINITION. Let k C ,-1 C B and write B, for T @:I~ B. rl B-covered deforma- 
tion of .tl to T is a T-subalgebra A’ C B, reducing to d C B upon tensoring with 
k over T. Two B-covered deformations, 9’, A” C B, , are isomorphic if there is a 
T-algebra isomorphism of -11’ with A” reducing to the identity on =1. 
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The standard procedure of deformation theory (see [I 1, 121) is to first consider 
injinitesimal deformations of d, that is, deformations to Artin rings. Inverse 
limits lead to formal deformations; if X has only an isolated singularity, then 
results of Artin [l] and Elkik [4] recover algebraic deformations, that is, deforma- 
tions to henselizations of k-algebras of finite type. In Section 2, we prove: 
THEOREM Let T’ be the cotangent functor of Lichtenbaum and Schlessinger [7]. 
With notation as in the definition, if T1(.-2/k, B) = 0, then all injinitesimal deforma- 
tions of 23 are B-covered. Hence all deformations of A are forma& B-covered. 
(The inverse system of infinitesimal restrictions is B-covered.) 
In Section 3 we use this point of view to develop methods for constructing 
formal deformations and for demonstrating nontriviality of deformations. In 
Section 4 we apply these methods to construct one parameter (noninfinitesimal) 
nontrivial deformations of a cl.ass of curve singularities; for example: 
THEOREM. If X is an algebraic curve in n-space, over a field k of characteristic 
zero, parameterized by pomer series x1(u),..., x,,(u) with xl(u) = u* and x2(u) = uq 
such that p < q < order x3 < ... < order xn (and p does not divide q), then S 
has a nontrivial one-parameter deformation, i.e., a deformation to T = k[[t]]. 
2. COVERED DEFORMATIONS 
W’e keep the notation of Section 1 with k C A C B. Let V be the category of 
local Artin k-algebras with residue field k. The deformation fmzctor [I l] D, : 
% + (Sets) is defined by D,(T) = (isomorphism classes of deformations of .=I 
to Tj. We define the covered deformation functor CD,., : hF -+ (Sets) analogously. 
LEMMA. If A’ C B, is a B-covered deformation of A to T E GF, then 9’ is jla t 
over T. This dejnes a morphism of functors qx CD,,, --f DA . 
Proof. Tensor 0 ---f A’ -+ B, --f B,/A’ + 0 with k over T to get 
0 + Tor,r(B,/.4’, k) -+ Tor,r(A’, k) + 0 
and 
0 -+ Tor,r(B,/A’, k) + A --f B. 
Since -4 C B, we have A’ flat over T. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. If TI(A/k, B) = 0, then p is an isomorphism. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that: 
(a) the map induced by q~ on tangent spaces, p’r : CD,,,(T) + D,(T) 
where T = k[<] with 9 = 0, is an isomorphism. 
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(b) CD,,, is no more obstructed than DA , i.e., any lifting of a deformation 
across a surjection T” + T’ in F? is isomorphic to a B-covered deformation. 
To prove (a): Apply Der,(A, .) to the sequence 0 -+ -4 -+ .B + B/A + 0. 
By [7], we have 
D,(&]) s VW, A) 
- Der,(A, B/A)/Der,(d, B). = 
A B-covered deformation 8’ C B, = B[E] determines d E Der,(S, B/*4) as 
follows: noting that EA’ = ~4, a given a E -4 determines, mod A, a b E B such 
that a + Eb is in 8’; set d(a) = b (mod ,4). C onversely, given d E Der,(A, B/d) 
we construct -4 = {a + Eb / a E -4, b E B, and d(u) = b(mod A)}. Hence vc is 
surjective. 
A B-covered deformation A’ C B[r] is trivial (isomorphic to A, = -J[c]) if 
and only if there is an imbedding A[ E -+ B[E] with image rl’, reducing to A C B; ] 
since such an imbedding is equivalent to an element of DerJ.4, B), the injectivitl 
of P)< follows. 
To prove (b): Let T” + T’ be a surjection in $9 and let d’ C B,, be a B- 
covered deformation of A to T’. If A” is a deformation of A to T” reducing to A’, 
we wish to imbed -4” in B,” . We may assume Ker(T” + T’) is a principal ideal 
(t) such that t . m” = (0), where m” is the maximal ideal of T”, since any 
surjection in ‘%- factors through such maps. Let -4” X+ B,- denote the fiber 
product T”-algebra. We have 
0 + tB,- + J” x+., Br- -+ -4” + 0. (1) 
Sow tB,w is an -4’-module, by A’ - A C B, and is square zero in A” i<+ B,- , 
hence (1) is a one-term extension of A” over T” by tB,* , in the sense of Lichten- 
baum-Schlessinger [7, Sect. 4.21. It therefore represents an element of Exi(,4”/T”, 
tBr-) 2 T’(A”/T”, tBT”) s Tl(A/h, t&s), since A” is flat over T”. But tB,- z B 
as an -4-module, so T’(A/h, tBT-) g Tl(A/h, B) = 0, so (I) represents the trivial 
estension, hence splits. The resulting section A” -+ -4” X+ B,” induces the 
imbedding -1” ---f B,- we want. Q.E.D. 
We are especially interested in the case that B is the total ring of quotients of 
A, where .4 is reduced. Then we have T1(.4/h, B) = 0 and also Der,(B, B) .z 
Der,(,4, B). 
PROPOSITIOK. If Der,(B, B) - Der,(A, B) is surjective, then for T E %, 
two B-covered deformations A’, A” C B, of &4 to T are isomorphic if and only if 
there is a T-algebra automorphism of B, , reducing to the identity on B, which 
takes A’ to -4”. 
Proof. Such automorphisms of B[ ] E correspond to elements of Der,(B, B), 
hence p)E is still injective with the new definition of isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
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3. CONSTRUCTING FORMAL DEFORMATIONS: NONTRIVIALITY 
\\-e continue with k C A C B and assume that -4 = 91/-? = k[[s, ,..., .v,~]] 
where 41 = k[[x, ,..., x,,]] is the ring of formal power series in N variables and 
3 is a radical ideal in ‘!I. Let T E % with maximal ideal m and for any k-module 
R, write R, for T ‘%I, R and mR for m & R. First we construct infinitesimal 
B-covered deformations of A to T by perturbing each xi by an A, E mB : set 
A’ = T[[s,‘,..., x,,‘]] where s;’ = xi -+ hi . 
EXWPLE 1. Let =I = k[[S, IJ]/(P - X3) z k[[u”, u3]], B = k((zr)), and 
let T = k[t]/(t”+‘), r > 0. Then A’ = T[[,ri, Y]]/(Y2 - S3 - t) gives a 
deformation of -4 to T. We have -4’ s T[[ 2 u , u3 + (1/2u3)t - (lj8zP) t' 2 ".I]. 
T\‘e seek conditions on the hi to ensure that -4’ is actually a B-covered deforma- 
tion of ;2 to T. Define a surjection a: %!I, -+ -4’ by a(xJ = x,‘; reducing modulo 
m shows that there is a map Ker w --f Cc. IYote that *4’/m, n -4’ = A. 
THEOREM 2. Let -4’ C B, such that tf’imB f3 -4’ = &d. Then the folfoncing are 
equivalent: 
(a) m-4’ = mB n A’, so -4’ C B, reduces to --I C B and is a B-covered 
deformation of -4 to T. 
(b) mBr n -4’ C mAr + mL+‘for all Y > 0. 
(c) Ker JI + 3 is surjective. 
Proof. (a) implies (b): As in the lemma of Section 2, we have B,/A’ flat 
over T. Tensoring 0 - A’ - B, --f B,/=l’ + 0 with T/mr for an!- r 1,: 0 yields 
0 + =I’,‘m’=l’ + BT/mBr, whence mBr n -4’ = m’;2’. From =I’/ms n =1’ = --i 
we obtain --l’ C ;-I + mB , hence (b). 
(b) implies (a): We show that mgr n 9’ = m”A’ for all r >; 0: since 
mprl = (0) for some p, this clear for r > p + I. Assume inductively that 
,;+I n 4' = mr,+lA~'. From -4’/mB n A’ = =1 we have -4 C -1’ + mB , 
hence 
mBr n A’ C m“A’ + mL+‘” n m”d’ C m”d’ 
and rnsr n A’ = mr-4’, which is (a) if r = 0. 
Statement (c) is clearly equivalent to (a). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let (5: be an ideal in ‘?I containing 3 and let C = E/3 in d. If 
-&,) c CT, then A’ is a B-covered deformation of A to T. 
Proof. \Ve verify that Ker oi + 3 is surjective. Write f for the residue in -4,. 
of i E 9Ir and note that for f E mqld we have a(i) -f s mi+:‘. Son- let i,, E 3, so 
.f, = 0. Hence a(!,,) =: fr E mB n C, for snme fr E mM n 0, Then I - fi = 
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f2~mg2nG, with fa E rn,$ n 0, , so a(f,, - ir) = -bz . Continuing in this 
fashion, we obtain f. - fl + fa - ... E Ker u reducing to f. in 5. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The corollary is used in the application as follows: Let C be 
contained in the conductor of B in A, i.e., CB C -4. If the hi in mB are such that 
(1) hihj E c, for all ;, j, and 
(2) for all f E & we have 
then the hypothesis of the corollary is easily verified. 
Suppose we now have a complete k-algebra t with maximal ideal m such that 
2, = 2/m r+l E F? for r -> 0. If we choose hi E m Bli B which satisfy conditions 
(1) and (2) of the remark, in .Z ?$jjk B, we obtain an inverse system of infinitesimal 
deformations which represents a formal deformation of -4 to 1. 
1Ve turn now to the question of nontriviality. Still using the above notation, if 
all hi are in mA , then A = =1, and the deformation is trivial. However, even if 
the hi are not in mA , the deformation may still be trivial. 
E.XAMPLE 2. Let -4 = k[[S, Y]]/(Iwz - X3)= k[[u”, u3]], B = k((u)), and 
let T = k[c]/(G). Then A’ = T[[S + (I/U) E, u”]] g T[[X, Y]]/(Y* - 
X3 + 3~17 yields a trivial deformation (isomorphic to A, = T[[G, u”]]) 
since the automorphism of B[c] g’ I\ en by u i--t u + ( 1/2u*)~ takes A, to A’. 
Assume A is a domain and B is its quotient field. Let Sz be the A-module of 
Kahler differentials of -4 over k, and let Q be the torsion submodule of Q. Then 
a s TorlA(B/A, n) and T1 = D,(k[c]), the set of isomorphism classes of 
first-order deformations of A, is isomorphic to ExtA1(Q, A). There is a natural 
homomorphism [3, IT’, Sect. 51 ToriA(B/d, Sz) + Hom,(Ext,l(SZ, A), B/A) 
inducing an A-linear pairing p : Q I:& T’ + B/A. Explicitly, represent an 
element of s by w = xi a, Asi with ai E =i = k[[x, ,..., x,,]], and a first-order 
(B-covered) deformation of Ad by b = (b, ,..., b,,) with -4’ = T[[.r, + cbl ,..., 
s, + &,J] with T = k[~]. Then p(w @ b) = xj aibi (mod -4). Hence, to show 
that a deformation is nontrivial, we need only find a torsion differential which 
when paired it gives an element of B not in A. 
Remark. If -4 is Gorenstein, then p induces a perfect pairing (via residues) of - 
Q with Tl into k; in the general case the pairing is not perfect. 
4. -APPLICATION TO CURVE SINGULARITIES 
Continuing with the notation of Section 3, let A = k[[x 1 ,..., x,,]] be the 
complete local ring of a one-branch curve singularity in characteristic zero, let 
K be the quotient field of -4 and let B be the integral closure of .4 in K. Let ZI 
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be the unique valuation on K whose valuation ring is B and let m, == a(.~,). 
U’e may choose the .vi such that 0 < ml < mz < .” < m,, and such that mi 
is not in the additive semigroup generated by m, ,..., m,.-i for i > 2. A differential 
w in QA..k is called exact if there is an f in -4 such that w and df have the same 
image in 52,:, ; equivalently, we have w - df in oLi, I; , the torsion submodule of 
52, ,k . (Compare Zariski [ 131.) 
THEOREM 3. Let w = m2x2 dx, - ml.xl dx, with A = k[[x, ,... , s,,]] repre- 
sented as above. If w is exact, then A has a nontrivial oneparameter deformation. 
Remarks. We need some notation. Let H be the value semigroup of A, namely, 
the image under 2’ in iZ of -4 - (0). There is a positive integer c, the conductor of 
A, with the properties [5]: 
(i) ifmEZandm >c,thenm~H. 
(ii) c - 1 is not in H. 
(iii) if b E B and v(b) > c, then b E A. 
We present here the proof for the case that c > mi + m, ; the case c < m, + 
me is proved in [2](as is the case c > m, + m2) and appears in a more reasonable 
context in our next paper. 
It may be seen in the proof below that the restriction to characteristic zero is 
stronger than necessary; all we really need is that the characteristic does not 
divide m, . 
The deformation contructed below is covered by B, the integral closure of -4. 
Proof of Theorem 3 with c > mt f m2 . \Ve construct a formal deformation 
of A to 2 = k[[t]]. Choose b, E B with v(bJ = c - 1 - m, and for any T = 
Z/(t’--l) set A’ = T[[x, , x, + b,t, x3 ,..., x,]]; hence, in the notation of Section 3, 
we have hi = 0 if i + 2 and h, == b,t. 
To prove that =2’ defines a formal B-covered deformation of A to X, we use 
conditions (1) and (2) of the remark following Theorem 2, with C = {a E -4 I 
v(a) 2 c}, the conductor ideal of 3. Condition (1) requires that h,hj E Cr for all 
i, j, which is immediate from c > m, f ma > 2m, + 1. Condition (2) becomes, 
for a polynomial f in 5!I = k[[x, ,..., x,]] with residue f in -4: if v(f) > c, then 
v((Ef/i?x,) b,) > c, that is, v(af/&,) > m, . It follows easily from the condition 
imposed above on the mi that if v( f) > ml + m, , then the residue in A of every 
term of f must have value strictly larger than m, + m2 ; hence v(zf/Esa) .a- mi 
and condition (2) is satisfied. 
To prove that -4’ is a nontrivial deformation, we use the pairing p introduced 
in Section 3. U’e have w - df EQA,,I; for some f E A. Since w = df in .Q, k and 
v(w) 3 m, + ma (as the lowest-order terms of mpxe do, and -m,.z’, d.v, cancel 
in Q;i J, we have e(f) > mi T m1 . \\?th b = (0, b, , 0 ,..., 0) we have ~((a - 
<f) c-8 b) = mPqb, - (?f/&,) b, ( mod -4) where 7 E YL reduces to $ But the 
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argument above shows that v((af/&) b,) 3 c, while zl(m,.&) q = c - 1 which 
is not the value of any element of A. Hence p((w - dj) @b) # 0 in 
K/A and A’ is nontrivial. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If X is an algebraic curve in n-space, over afield of characteristic 
zero, parameterized by po7wr series s(u), . . . , . ,) Y (u) with q(u) = ~‘“1 and 
x2(u) = ~“‘2 plus higher terms of order at least c - m, , with m, , . . ., m, chosen as 
above, then X has a nontrivial one-parameter deformation. 
Proof. We must show that w = m,s, dx, - rnpvl ds, is esact. But 
the differential w has order at least c - 1, hence there is an f in A, of order at 
least c, such that w = df in Sz,:, . Q.E.D. 
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